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General Esdeath assembles a special police squad called the Jaegers and sets her sights on the

annihilation of Night Raid in the name of the emperor. Meanwhile, Tatsumi, desperate to overcome

the loss of another ally, decides to participate in a grand fighting tournament engineered by Esdeath

herself...
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As great as always and receiving a day early of its release is always the best. My favorite manga

EVER!!! Of course thats my opinion and everyone has their own, so I strongly recommend you get

Vol. 1 and try it for yourself!

Volume 4 of Akame ga KILL focuses on Tatsumi's training with fellow Night Raid members. Much

more character development is shown among the Night Raid members and you start to get attached

to the characters more. The same with the Emperor's forces, a new squad called the Jaegers is

created under General Esdeath and we have character development right on par with the Night

Raid members. It's certainly satisfying because we the audience get to understand the characters

more and how their goals led them down this path in life.This is one of the most intense parts in

Akame ga KILL! Arguably the most iconic general of Akame ga KILL makes an appearance. This

general may be one of the most terrifying enemies you'll probably ever encounter in the Akame ga

KILL series. So much tension musters up with excitement that you can't help but be thrilled to see



General Esdeath in every page and panel! This is the best chapter so far in Akame ga KILL, you

should really give Akame ga KILL!, Vol. 4 a try. Definitely, worth the investment!Here's a link to the

upcoming Akame ga KILL!, Vol 5. (Releases on

1/26/16)http://www..com/Akame-ga-KILL-Vol-5/dp/0316340073/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid

=1445999673&sr=1-7

it's really funny as we see the cold general esdeath grow to love tatsumi and he tries to turn her

over to the side of Nightraid but she won't because she loves battling to much.General Esdeath

assembles a special police squad called the Jaegers and sets her sights on the annihilation of Night

Raid in the name of the emperor. Meanwhile, Tatsumi, desperate to overcome the loss of another

ally, decides to participate in a grand fighting tournament engineered by Esdeath herself

5\5 just cause of esdeath being on the cover all jokes aside now we will finally see that there's no

good or evil between night raid and jagers no white and black but a lot of grey

I gave this five stars due to the introduction of Esdeath and the Jaegers who are the counterparts of

Night Raid.No spoilers but a great volume.
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